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.. Teach Toymaking 
Versatile playthings are executed with skill 
!Jy student toymakers) Marjorie l\1oodie reports 
T OYS with a purpose are constructed by child de-
velopment majors through cooperation between 
the play materials classes of Professor Edith Sunderlin 
of the Department of Child Development and the play 
equipment classes of Professor Lowell Carver of the 
Department of Vocational Education. 
Plans for an original toy and a piece of play equip-
ment made from waste materials are created by the 
students in Miss Sunderlin's class and later the toys 
are constructed in Professor Carver's class. Durability, 
safety, appearance, simplicity of design and versatility 
of use and purpose are considered in planning the toys, 
usually the manipulative type that stimulates self-
activity of children. 
A hobby horse of white pine decorated in colorful 
enamel is one of the most attractive toys made last 
quarter. Constructed at a cost of about 80 cents, it is 
22 inches in height and has leather reins and a tail of 
real horse's hair. 
A unique toy called the "hidden nest" makes a rec-
tangular box 5 inches square and 12 inches long when 
folded together. Unfolded, the four hinged parts reveal 
two sets of rings and pegs and a set of blocks painted 
in gay enamel. 
A "peg fence," consisting of 14 blocks which can be 
fitted together with pegs to make a fence surrounding 
an area 16 inches by 22 inches, can be taken apart to 
make different block combinations. 
A milk truck with pegs painted to represent milk 
cans, a dump truck and a boat with colored discs on 
its mast are built by students. A "vibrating truck 
cone" is the name of a toy with wheels which raise 
alternate sides of a cone of colored discs as it rolls 
forward. All parts are removable on the queen doll 
whose base is a simple rod over which are slipped the 
colored rings making her skirt, cape, collar and head. 
Colored enamels are usually used as finishes on 
these toys, since they are gay, appealing and easily 
applied. \1\Toods commonly used are pine, basswood, 
redwood and poplar. Although hardwood toys are 
more substantial than those of soft woods, they are 
more difficult to construct. Firm pine crates in which 
lemons and oranges are shipped make good toy ma-
terial. 
Toys built with screws and glue are sturdier than 
MAY) 1945 
ll'oode11 wheelba,.,-ows m-e si111ple in construe-
lion design , but sti111ulate activity in children 
those assembled with nails. Some fine toys can be 
made from tin cans with a little ingenuity and a small 
amount of skill. Other essentials in good toy-making 
are sanding of wooden toys before· applying the finish, 
and the use of good brushes. Many of the tools avail-
able in the home can be used in toy-making. Professor 
Carver estimates that if all equipment had to be pur-
chased the minimum cost for necessary tools would 
be $6.50. 
During the construction process students become 
familiar with well-designed toys and the handling 
techniques of simple tools which they may use in their 
nursery school teaching. The experience which they 
gain in toy-making and repairing is useful during the 
present shortage of factory-made play equipment. 
Remember Your Friends 
and Relatives 
With Greeting Cards 
We have the famous GIBSON 
Greeting Cards for every occasion 
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